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1 Product brief introduction

DPFMate is a specifically designed for small screen digital photo frame, it achieves downloading pictures from the PC into a variety of digital photo frames. According to the needs of users, this standard version of DPFMate added a series of humanization improved functions.

Characteristics as follows:
1. Chinese English switch
2. Picture preview
3. Zoom In/Out, Crop, Rotate editing abilities
4. Brightness, Swap, replace delete picture.
5. Find and view pictures of DPF.

2 There are three key besides the terminal, upward key "▲", middle key stands key "µ", Downward key stands key "▼".

Press on key "µ" to preview previous one picture.
Press on key "▼" to preview next one picture.
Press on key "▲" to zoom in, power on/off the terminal.
Long press on "▲" key to power on the terminal, into interface show up picture, in the following picture, you can get the ability of the power on/off of the interface picture.

Press "Enter" key into main function menu, as following picture:

4 "AUTO OFF" auto power off configuration, select third stem

Press "▲" or "▼" key to select configure time, configuration time between 1-15 minutes effective, when 15 minutes effective, press "Enter" key to enter the configuration and exit.

5 "AUTO OFF" auto power off configuration, select third stem

Press "▲" or "▼" key to select configure time, configuration time between 1-15 minutes effective, when 15 minutes effective, press "Enter" key to enter the configuration and exit.